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Abstract
In this paper, we study the moderate deviation principle of an inhomogeneous integral func-
tional of a Markov process (s) which is exponentially ergodic, i.e. the moderate deviations of
1√
h()
∫ :
0
f(s; s=) ds;
in the space of continuous functions from [0; 1] to Rd, where f is some Rd-valued bounded
function. Our method relies on the characterization of the exponential ergodicity by Down–
Meyn–Tweedie (Ann. Probab. 25(3) (1995) 1671) and the regeneration split chain technique
for Markov chain. We then apply it to establish the moderate deviations of X t given by the
following randomly perturbed dynamic system in Rd
X˙

t = b(X

t ; t=);
around its limit behavior, usually called the averaging principle, studied by Freidlin and Wentzell
(Random Perturbations of Dynamical Systems, Springer, New York, 1984). c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 60F10
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1. Introduction
Let us Crst present formally the problem of averaging and see how intuitively inho-
mogeneous functionals appear in the study. Consider the following system in Rd

Z˙ t = b(Zt ; t);
Z0 = x;
(1.1)
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where (t) is some stochastic ergodic Markov process with values in a general state
space E, representing the random environment,  is a small parameter. Under some
suitable conditions on b(x; y) : Rd×E → Rd, the solution of system (1.1) will converge
to the constant solution x, uniformly on every Cnite time interval. Although, there are
remarkable changes in the behavior of the solution for time intervals of order [0; T−1].
Then, in order to take account of such time intervals behavior, we set X t = Z

t=, and
X t satisCes

X˙ t = b(X t ; t=);
X 0 = x;
(1.2)
on [0; T ]. X t is often called the “slow” component and t the “fast” one in the averaging
literature (Bogolubov and Mitropolskii, 1961; Freidlin and Wentzell, 1984).
Let us assume now that there exists some function Lb such that
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ t0+T
t0
E(b(x; s)) ds= Lb(x);
uniformly in x ∈ Rd, t0¿0, and consider the solution Lxt , called the averaged solution,
of the deterministic system

L˙xt = Lb( Lxt);
Lx0 = x:
(1.3)
The study of the convergence, as  decreases to 0, of X t to Lxt is usually called averaging
principle. There exists an abundant literature on this topic both in the deterministic and
stochastic context: see for example Bogolubov and Mitropolskii (1961) and Sanders
and Verhulst (1985) for the deterministic case, Khasminskii, 1968; Freidlin, 1978;
Freidlin and Wentzell, 1984 and Rachad, 1999 when (t) is a “fast” diNusion process
(possibly depending on the “slow process” X ), and Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) for
a general study of the stochastic case.
We will be interested here in deviations of X t from the averaged solution Lxt , i.e. of
the asymptotic behavior of the trajectory(
t =
X t − Lxt√
h()
)
t∈[0;1]
(1.4)
as  tends to 0. The asymptotic behavior is then strongly linked to the deviation scale
h(). If h() = 1, it is the usual Central Limit Theorem which was established by
Freidlin and Wentzell (1984, Chapter 7, Theorem 3:1) under mixing conditions on
the process (t), see Rachad (1999) for recent results when (t) also depends on the
“slow” component and Liptser and Stoyanov (1990) for general diNusion processes.
When h() = 1=
√
, we are in the domain of the large deviation principle (LDP in
short) related to the law of large number. There are a lot of works in this context
and we refer to Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) for general results, to the remarkable
work of Liptser (1996) for a combination of averaging and small diNusion result and
to Veretennikov (1999) for averaging when the fast component is a diNusion process
with full dependence on the slow variable.
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We will deal here with the case where the deviation scale h() satisCes
h() →0→ +∞; √h() →0→ 0: (1.5)
It is then a problem of moderate deviation. Such study has already been made by
Baier and Freidlin (1977) and Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) in a simpler case, i.e.
they suppose that 0 is an equilibrium point of the averaged system and X 0 = Lx0 = 0
and that Lb(0) = 0, they obtain the MDP under rather abstract and technical conditions.
Our goal will be Crst to give more convenient assumption on the process (t) and to
extend their result on moderate deviations to the case where the trajectories are starting
from any initial point. We will adopt an approach similar to the proof of the Central
Limit Theorem in Freidlin and Wentzell (1984), the Crst step is the reduction of our
system to a linearized one which is equivalent, with respect to the moderate deviation
principle, to the initial one. Let us see now formally how inhomogeneous functional
appears. Let B= (@bi=@xj)i; j and LB= (@ Lb
i
=@xj)i; j, we use the following decomposition:
t =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
(b(X s ; s=)− Lb( Lxs)) ds
=
1√
h()
∫ t
0
(b( Lxs; s=)− Lb( Lxs)) ds+
∫ t
0
LB( Lxs)s ds
+
1√
h()
∫ t
0
(B(X s ; s=)− LB( Lxs))s ds
+
1√
h()
∫ t
0
(b(X s ; s=)− b( Lxs; s=)−
√
h() LB(X s ; s=)

s) ds: (1.6)
In fact, we will see in the last section that the last two terms play no role in the
moderate deviation principle (MDP in short) and thus can be neglected. We are then
brought to study the MDP of a continuous functional (by Gronwall’s Lemma and the
contraction principle of LDP) of
1√
h()
∫ t
0
(b( Lxs; s=)− Lb( Lxs)) ds: (1.7)
Under the assumptions of Baier and Freidlin (1977) or Freidlin and Wentzell (1984)
( Lx0 = 0 and Lb(0) = 0), it is equivalent to
1√
h()
∫ t
0
(b(0; s=)) ds; (1.8)
which is obviously homogeneous. But in the general case (1.7) is clearly an inhomo-
geneous functional of (t).
The resolution of the problem of the moderate deviations in the averaging principle
is then reduced to the MDP of inhomogeneous functional of a continuous time Markov
process. The homogeneous case has attracted much attention in the literature: Baier and
Freidlin (1977) and Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) impose some rather abstract condition
to obtain their result, Ledoux (1992) for the i.i.d. case, Djellout (2000) for martingales
diNerences, see also Wu (1995) for Markov processes and Markov chains, de Acosta
(1998), de Acosta and Chen (1998) and Djellout and Guillin (1999a) for sharp results
for Markov chains, Liptser and Spokoiny (1999) consider the case where t is a fast
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ergodic diNusion process in R (even if they conjecture the case of higher dimension),
and Wu (2001) proves moderate deviations for large time of empirical measure of the
solution of a damping Hamiltonian system.
No previous work is known (by us) in the inhomogeneous case and thus the study
of such a case may have its own interest, and should have other numerous applications
than averaging principle. Our main hypothesis will be that the process (t) is exponen-
tially ergodic (see Down et al., 1995), which rather quickly enables us to obtain results
for homogeneous functional using results of de Acosta and Chen (1998) and Guillin
(1999) for Markov chains which are geometrically ergodic. Then, by discretization, and
by the return to well chosen discrete Markov chains and the regeneration split chain
technique (see Nummelin, 1984), we get the full result in the inhomogeneous case.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we prove a general result
concerning the MDP of inhomogeneous functional of Markov processes which are
exponentially ergodic, and then present some examples of processes satisfying our
conditions. The third section is dedicated to the problem of averaging, setting result of
moderate deviations for (t )t∈[0;1], the proof follows the ideas developed in Section 2
and the decomposition (1.6).
2. Moderate deviations of inhomogeneous functional of Markov processes
2.1. Main results
Consider a continuous time Markov process (t)t∈R+ on a general Polish space E,
with transition semi-group (Pt)t∈R+ (i.e. Pt(x; A)=Px(t ∈ A)). Recall that the operator
Pt acts on bounded measurable functions f and probability measures  on E via
Ptf(x) =
∫
E Pt(x; dy)f(y) and Pt(A) =
∫
E (dx)Pt(x; A). We will moreover suppose
throughout this paper that the probability measure  is invariant, i.e.  = Pt for all
t¿0, and that the process (t) is -irreducible and aperiodic (see Down et al., 1995
for more detailed explanations).
The Markov process (t) is called exponentially ergodic if
‖Pt(x; ·)− ‖6M (x)t; t¿0 (2.1)
for some Cnite M (x) in L1() and some constant ¡ 1, where ‖ · ‖ is the total
variation norm. This deCnition is a natural extension to the continuous time case of
the geometrical ergodicity of Markov chains (see Nummelin, 1984; Meyn and Tweedie,
1993). We will present in the next section many interesting properties of the exponential
ergodicity, and give some examples of processes satisfying such a condition.
Let us begin with moderate deviations of homogeneous functionals of continuous
time Markov processes. Let
Mh (g; t) =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
g(s=) ds; t ∈ [0; 1]; (2.2)
where h() satisCes (1.5) and g :E → Rd is a measurable and bounded mapping
satisfying (g)=0. The superscript h is used to specify that we deal with homogeneous
functional. We have
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Theorem 1. Suppose that (t) is an aperiodic exponentially ergodic Markov process
on E; then for every initial probability measure  on E satisfying∫
E
M (x)(dx)¡∞; (2.3)
P(Mh (g; ·) ∈ ·) satis:es a moderate deviation principle in C0([0; 1];Rd) (the space
of continuous functions from [0; 1] to Rd starting from 0) equipped with the supre-
mum norm topology; with speed h2() and rate function I hg ; i.e. for all Borel sets
A⊂C0([0; 1];Rd)
− inf
"∈int(A)
I hg (")6 lim→0
(
inf
sup
)
1
h2()
logP(Mh (g; ·) ∈ A)6− inf
"∈cl(A)
I hg ("); (2.4)
where I hg is given by
I hg (") :=


∫ 1
0
sup
#∈Rd
{
〈"˙(t); #〉 − 1
2
$2(〈g; #〉)
}
dt if d"(t) = "˙(t) dt;
+∞ otherwise
(2.5)
and
$2(〈g; #〉) = lim
n→∞
1
n
E
(∫ n
0
g(s) ds
)2
= 2
∫
E
〈g; #〉
∫ ∞
0
Pt〈g; #〉 dt d: (2.6)
Note Crst that, by the fact that M (x) is Cnite, every Dirac measure *x for x∈E satisCes
condition (2.3).
Remarks 2.1. If the mapping g takes its values in R, then the rate function can be
explicitly given, for absolutely continuous " starting from 0, by
I hg (") =
1
2$2(g)
∫ 1
0
"˙2(t) dt:
This result may have the following interpretation: the moderate deviations of order√
h() furnish the same asymptotics as large deviations of the Gaussian noise
$(g)Wt=h() where W is a standard Wiener process. It is the natural extension of
the usual Central Limit Theorem.
Remarks 2.2. In fact, as it has been previously explained in the introduction, Baier and
Freidlin (1977, Theorem 1) and Freidlin and Wentzell (1984, Theorem 7:7:1) proved
Crst a moderate deviation principle for Mh (g; ·). They have two main assumptions:
condition F- (in the terminology of Freidlin and Wentzell, 1984) on the process t ,
an hypothesis on the Laplace transform, which is not, to our mind, as practical as
the exponential ergodicity of the process. Their last technical conditions ((7:4) in their
work) have no counterpart in our work.
Remarks 2.3. Such a theorem has also to be compared with the result of Liptser
and Spokoiny (1999, Theorem 2). First, in their work, they only consider a process
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and a mapping in R, and assume that the mapping is continuously diNerentiable with
at most a linear growth. Our result only requires the measurability and may be ap-
plied in Rd, but needs the boundedness, and mainly the process (t) is not sup-
posed to be a diNusion. We will see in the next section that under their conditions
on the coeRcients of the fast diNusion, the process is in fact exponentially ergodic.
Theorem 2 of Liptser and Spokoiny (1999) can thus be seen as a corollary of our
result.
The proof of this result is in fact an easy consequence of Theorem 1:1 in Guillin,
1999, for general state-space-valued Markov chains (see also de Acosta and Chen,
1998; Djellout and Guillin, 1999b for sharp results on moderate deviations of Markov
chains).
In fact, we may see this result as a preliminary step to the more general case of
inhomogeneous functional of a Markov process. Let f : [0; 1]×E → Rd be a measurable
mapping and denote f = (f1; : : : ; fd). Set as previously
M(f; t) =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
f(s; s=) ds; t ∈ [0; 1]: (2.7)
We may now present the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. Assume that f satis:es the following condition:
(C)


(1) f is a bounded measurable mapping;
(2)
∫
E
f(t; x)(dx) = 0 for all t;
(3) !f() = sup
|s−t|6; x∈E
|f(s; x)− f(t; x)|; the modulus of continuity;
satis:es lim→0
!f()√

= 0:
Suppose that (t) is an aperiodic exponentially ergodic Markov process on E; then
for every initial probability measure  on E satisfying
∫
E
M (x)(dx)¡∞; (2.8)
P(M(f; ·)∈ ·) satis:es a moderate deviation principle in C0([0; 1];Rd) equipped with
the supremum norm topology; with speed h2() and some good rate function If.
If we suppose moreover that $2(f(t)) is invertible uniformly in t; then If coincides
with
Iˆf(") :=


1
2
∫ 1
0
〈"˙(t); ($2(f(t)))−1"˙(t)〉 dt if d"(t) = "˙(t) dt;
+∞ otherwise
(2.9)
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and ($2(f(t)))16i; j6d is given by
($2(f(t)))ij =
∫
E
fi(t; ·)
∫ ∞
0
Psfj(t; ·) ds d
+
∫
E
fj(t; ·)
∫ ∞
0
Psfi(t; ·) ds d: (2.10)
The last condition in (C) on the modulus of continuity is essential for the averaging
principle in Section 3, it is satisCed, in particular, by every HTolder-continuous function,
in time, with parameter strictly larger than 12 .
Remark 2.4. Up to the knowledge of the author, it is the Crst time such a MDP
is stated for Markov process. It furnishes the main estimation for the MDP in the
averaging principle. Moreover, we will see in the next section that the exponential
ergodicity is a rather explicit criterion and we believe such a result may have numerous
other applications.
Remark 2.5. It has to be noted that it is crucial that f(s; y) is a deterministic mapping
and not a “stochastic one”. In this direction, Liptser and Spokoiny (1999, Theorem 1)
have established an upper bound for integral functional of a two scaled diNusion pro-
cess, but have not yet been able to prove a full MDP. The MDP in the averaging
principle may be considered as an attempt (but in no way equivalent) to the problem
considered in Liptser and Spokoiny (1999).
Remark 2.6. We may remove the boundedness assumption on f (but not the last
assumption in (C)) using Theorem 1:3 of Guillin (1999) instead of Theorem 1:1, there
will thus be additional assumptions on the speed h() and on the asymptotic behavior
of integral functional of f with initial probability measure .
Remark 2.7. The results presented here can be extended to the space C of continu-
ous functions on [0;∞) equipped with the local supremum topology deCned by the
metric r:
∀X ′; X ′′ ∈ C; r(X ′; X ′′) =
∑
n¿1
1
2n
(
1 ∧ sup
t6n
|X ′t − X ′′t |
)
:
Then the MDPs of Theorems 1 and 2 still hold in (C; r), by applying GTartner and
Ellis Theorem (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1998) which states that we only have to
check the MDP in C([0; T ]) for all T in the uniform metric (i.e. the MDP of
Theorems 1 and 2).
To establish Theorem 2, we will in fact reduce our problem, by approximation and
contraction technique, to the study of the limit of MDP for an homogeneous functional.
But before presenting the proofs of those two theorems, it seems necessary to give
properties of the exponential ergodicity and some examples of processes satisfying
this condition.
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2.2. Remarks on exponential ergodicity and examples
This section will be devoted to some further explanations and examples on expo-
nential ergodicity. We hope it will clarify the reader’s ideas on the subject. We are
much inspired here by the works of Down et al. (1995) on the characterization of this
ergodic property (see there for all additive notations and deCnitions) and of Wu (2001)
who has given some useful examples. We also refer to Nummelin (1984), Meyn and
Tweedie (1993) for results on Markov chains. The example of Liptser and Spokoiny
(1999) is treated too. Let us begin by the following useful equivalence which will be
the key tool for the proofs of the previous MDP.
Theorem 3 (Down et al., 1995, Theorems 5:3, 5:2c). Suppose that the process (t) is
a -irreducible; aperiodic Markov process; then
1: We have the following equivalence:
(a) (t) is exponentially ergodic.
(b) The T-skeleton (generated by PT with :xed T) is geometrically ergodic for
some and then any T ¿ 0.
2: Denote L the in:nitesimal generator of (t); and De(L) the extended domain of
the generator. Suppose that Pt is strong Feller for some t ¿ 0. If there are some
continuous function 4 such that 4 ∈ De(L) and 4¿1; some compact subset
K ⊂E and constants ; C ¿ 0 such that
(L) − L4
4
¿1Kc − C1K ;
then (t) is an exponentially ergodic Markov process with a unique invariant
probability measure  and (2:1) holds with M (x) =4(x).
Remark 2.8. The equivalence between 1(a) and 1(b) is a very powerful tool, in fact
it will be the connection between the results of Guillin (1999) for Markov chains and
our result in the continuous time context.
The criterion (L) is a very convenient tool to establish the exponential ergodicity of
a stochastic process, especially when dealing with diNusion process. In the language
of Down et al. (1995), (L) is called drift criterion. It can also be compared with the
use of Lyapunov function to control stability and ergodic properties of diNusions (see
Khasminskii (1980)). We now give several examples of diNusion processes satisfying
this condition.
Example 1. We will deal here with the example in Liptser and Spokoiny (1999).
Consider the following one-dimensional stochastic diNerential equation:
dt = b(t) dt + $(t) dWt; (2.11)
where the coeRcients b; $ are continuously diNerentiable, $2 is uniformly positive and
bounded (its derivatives are also bounded), and there exists constants C¿ 1 and c¿ 0
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such that for |x|¿C
xb(x)6− c|x|2;
b2(x) + b′(x)$2(x)¿ 1c b
2(x):
Aperiodicity and condition (L) are clearly veriCed in this context with 4(x)=1+x2 for
example (see Khasminskii (1980)), and then (t) is exponentially ergodic. Theorem 2
of Liptser and Spokoiny (1991) is thus a corollary of our Theorem 1.
Example 2. This second example has been given by Wu (2001) (we refer to his
paper for the proofs). Consider a classical Hamiltonian system with a damping force,
perturbed by a random force, and let xt denote the position and yt the velocity at time
t¿0. (Zt := (xt ; yt) ∈ R2d)t¿0) is described by the following Itoˆ stochastic diNerential
equation
dxt = yt dt;
dyt = $ dWt − (cyt +∇V (xt)) dt: (2.12)
Suppose now:
(i) V is lower bounded and continuously diNerentiable over Rd,
(ii) c and $ are positive constants,
(iii) The following is satisCed:
lim inf
|x|→∞
∇V (x) =∞:
Then under these conditions, one may prove that (L) holds and then (Zt) is expo-
nentially ergodic. See Wu (2001) for the proof and a much more general model of
perturbed Hamiltonian system (i.e. the coeRcients $ and c are no more constant and
matrix valued, for example the DuRng and Van der Pol oscillators). Theorems 1 and
2 may be applied with (Zt). We then extend Proposition 2:7 and Theorem 4:1, for
bounded functional, of Wu (2001) to the process level.
We may now turn to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.
2.3. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof relies entirely on Theorem 1:1 of Guillin (1999).
In fact, by the equivalence between 1(a) and 1(b) of Theorem 3, the Markov chain
(8k := [k;k+1[)k∈N with probability transition Q is geometrically ergodic with the in-
variant probability measure ˜=P|F1 . Then, we may write (denoting as usual [ · ] as
the integer part)
Mh (g; t) =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
g(s=) ds
=
√

h()
∫ t=
0
g(s) ds
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=
√

h()
[t=]−1∑
k=0
∫ k+1
k
g(s) ds+
√

h()
∫ t=
[t=]
g(s) ds
=
√

h()
[t=]−1∑
k=0
G(8k) +
√

h()
∫ t=
[t=]
g(s) ds;
where G is obviously a bounded mapping with values in Rd. By the boundedness of
g, it is easy to see that for all positive 
lim
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣∣
√

h()
∫ t=
[t=]
g(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿
)
=−∞; (2.13)
i.e. Mh (g; t) and
√
=h()
∑[t=]−1
k=0 G(8k) are exponentially equivalent, and thus, by
Theorem 4:2:13 in Dembo and Zeitouni (1998) share the same MDP.
Remark now that by (2.3) and the deCnition of the exponential ergodicity (2.1),
there exists K ¿ 0 and ¡ 1 such that
‖P1= − ‖¡K1=: (2.14)
In parallel, by Theorem 1:1 of Guillin (1999), under the geometric ergodicity of (8k)
and (2.14),
√
=h()
∑[t=]−1
k=0 G(8k) satisCes a MDP on D0([0; 1];Rd) (the space of
cWadlWag functions from [0; 1] to Rd starting from 0) with respect to the uniform con-
vergence topology, with speed h2() and rate function
I˜ gh(") =


∫ 1
0
sup
#∈Rd
{
〈"˙(t); #〉 − 1
2
$˜2(〈G; #〉)
}
dt if d"(t) = "˙(t) dt;
+∞ else;
where
$˜2(〈G; #〉) = lim
n→∞
1
n
E
(
n−1∑
k=0
G(8k)
)2
:
On the other hand, by exponential ergodicity, the boundedness of g and E〈g; #〉 = 0;∫∞
0 (Pt〈g; #〉 − (〈g; #〉)) dt is absolutely convergent in L1(). Thus
$˜2(〈G; #〉) = lim
n→∞
1
n
E
(∫ n
0
g(s) ds
)2
= lim
n→∞
2
n
E
(∫ n
0
ds
∫ s
0
〈g; #〉Pu〈g; #〉 du
)
= 2
∫
E
〈g; #〉
∫ ∞
0
Pu〈g; #〉 du d
= $2(〈g; #〉)
and then I˜ gh = I hg . The Theorem 1 is so established.
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2.4. Proof of Theorem 2
The proof is based on approximation technique. Indeed, we reduce the problem to
a homogeneous one and show that at the limit the inhomogeneous one satisCes some
MDP inherited from the homogeneous case.
Let N ∈ N∗, and set tk = k=N for k ∈ {0; : : : ; N}. Our starting point is the following
decomposition:
M(f; t) =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
f(s; s=) ds
=
1√
h()
[Nt]−1∑
k=0
∫ tk+1
tk
f(tk ; s=) ds
+
1√
h()
[Nt]−1∑
k=0
∫ tk+1
tk
(f(s; s= − f(tk ; s=)) ds
+
1√
h()
∫ t
[Nt]=N
f(s; s=) ds: (2.15)
Then denote the three terms of this decomposition as
LN (t) =
1√
h()
[Nt]−1∑
k=0
∫ tk+1
tk
f(tk ; s=) ds;
AN (t) =
1√
h()
[Nt]−1∑
k=0
∫ tk+1
tk
(f(s; s=)− f(tk ; s=)) ds;
BN (t) =
1√
h()
∫ t
[Nt]=N
f(s; s=) ds:
So (2.15) may be rewritten as
M(f; t) = LN (t) + A
N
 (t) + B
N
 (t):
We divide the proof into four steps. In the Crst one, we show that LN (·) satisCes
some MDP thanks to Theorem 1. Then we show that AN (·) (resp. BN (·)) is negligible
with respect to the moderate deviations as N tends to inCnity in the second (resp.
third) step. We conclude by the identiCcation of the rate function.
Step 1: We prove here that LN (·) satisCes some MDP. First note
LN (t) =
[Nt]−1∑
k=0
(Mh (fk; tk+1)−Mh (fk; tk));
where fk(·) = f(tk ; ·). Recall that the h superscript means only that we return to the
homogeneous case. Let FN = (f0; : : : ; fN−1)t ∈ (Rd)N . Then by Theorem 1, Mh (FN ; ·)
satisCes the MDP on D0([0; 1]; (Rd)N ) with rate function J hN given by
J hN (") =
∫ 1
0
sup
#∈(Rd)N
{
〈"˙(t); #〉 − 1
2
$2(〈FN ; #〉)
}
dt (2.16)
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for " absolutely continuous and "(0) = 0, and +∞ else. Introduce the following:
4N :D0([0; 1]; (Rd)N )→ D0([0; 1];Rd);
"(t)→ 4N (")(t) =
[Nt]−1∑
k=0
("k(tk+1)− "k(tk)):
Since the mapping 4N is continuous, and since LN (·) = 4N (Mh (FN ; ·)), by the
contraction principle (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1998, Theorem 4:2:1), LN (·) satisCes a
MDP in D0([0; 1];Rd) equipped with the supremum norm topology with speed 1=h2()
and rate function
I hN (") = inf{J hN ("˜);4N ("˜) = "}
=
N−1∑
k=0
(tk+1 − tk) sup
#∈Rd
(〈
"(tk+1)− "(tk)
tk+1 − tk ; #
〉
− 1
2
$2(〈fk; #〉)
)
=
∫ 1
0
sup
#∈SN
(
〈"˙(N )(t); #〉 − 1
2
$2(〈f(N )(t); #〉)
)
dt (2.17)
for " ∈SN , the space of functions from [0; 1] to Rd with constant values in [tk ; tk+1[,
and +∞ otherwise, where
"˙(N )(t) :=
N−1∑
k=0
"(tk+1)− "(tk)
tk+1 − tk 1t∈[tk ; tk+1[;
f(N )(t; ·) :=
N−1∑
k=0
f(tk ; ·)1t∈[tk ; tk+1[:
Hence, "(N ) is the polygon given by
"(N )(t) :=
N−1∑
k=0
(
"(tk) + ("(tk+1)− "(tk))
(
t − tk
tk+1 − tk
))
1t∈[tk ; tk+1[ + "(1)1[t=1]:
Step 2: We will establish in this part the asymptotic (with N ) negligibility with
respect to the MDP of AN (t), i.e. ∀¿ 0
lim
N→∞
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|AN (t)|¿
)
=−∞: (2.18)
Our method relies on the return to a Markov chain (by Theorem 3), on the regeneration
split chain technique (see Nummelin, 1984; Meyn and Tweedie, 1993) and on an
exponential inequality of Wu (1999) for diNerences of martingales.
In all this step, to simplify the notation, Pi(k; N; ) will be used to denote the term
we want to show to be negligible, and so may change (it will be made precise each
times this trick of notation is used). Now ∀¿ 0
P1(N; ) = P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|AN (t)|¿
)
= P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣∣
[Nt]−1∑
k=0
∫ tk+1
tk
(f(s; s=)− f(tk ; s=)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿√h()
)
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6P
(
N−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣
∫ tk+1
tk
(f(s; s=)− f(tk ; s=)) ds
∣∣∣∣¿√h()
)
6
N−1∑
k=0
P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ (tk+1)=
tk =
(f(s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()N√
)
6P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1=N
0
(f(s; s)− f(0; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()N√
)
+
N−1∑
k=1
P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1=N
0
(f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()N√
)
+
N−1∑
k=1
‖Ptk = − ‖
by the strong Markov property. Then by (2.1) and (2.8) we have, as in the proof of
Theorem 1, that, for all k¿1, there exists K ¿ 0 and ¡ 1 such that
‖Ptk = − ‖¡K1= (2.19)
from which we easily deduce that for all Cxed N
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
log
N−1∑
k=1
‖Ptk = − ‖=−∞: (2.20a)
Then for (2.18), it is enough to establish for Cxed N and k
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1=N
0
(f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()N√
)
=−∞
(2.20b)
for all probability measure  verifying (2.8) (this naturally includes ).
P2(k; N; ) = P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1=N
0
(f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()N√
)
6 P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ [1=N]
0
(f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()2N√
)
+P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1=N
[1=N]
(f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()2N√
)
:= P3(k; N; ) +P4(k; N; ):
As f is bounded, we obtain easily for all N Cxed, and for  suRciently small
P4(k; N; ) = 0: (2.21)
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We then deal with P3(k; N; ). Remark
P3(k; N; ) = P
(∣∣∣∣∣
[1=N]−1∑
l=0
∫ (l+1)∧[1=N]
l∧[1=N]
(f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ 2h()2N√
)
:
(2.22)
We adopt in the sequel the following convenient notation:
?k;;Nl =
∫ (l+1)∧[1=N]
l∧[1=N]
(f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)) ds: (2.23)
We may write this as ?k;;Nl = @
k;;N ([l; l+1[). We then return to a Markov chain
problem.
Consider, as in the proof of Theorem 1, (8l) = ([l; l+1[), with transition probability
Q, which is geometrically ergodic by Theorem 3. To simplify the (already heavy)
notations, we suppose that the Markov chain (8l) has an atom, i.e. there exists a
measurable subset A charged by ˜=P|F1 , B a probability measure such that Q(; ·)=
B(·) for all  ∈ A. The legitimacy of this assumption will be set in the Remark 2:9
after the proof. We now may use the powerful regeneration split chain technique. We
refer to Nummelin (1984), Meyn and Tweedie (1993) or Chen (1999) for theory and
applications.
DeCne now by induction the regeneration times to the atom A
C(0) = inf{n¿0;8n ∈ A};
C(k + 1) = inf{n¿C(k); 8n ∈ A};
(2.24)
the number of hits to A
i(M) =
M−1∑
k=0
1[8k∈A] (2.25)
and l(M) = C((i(M)− 1) ∨ 0), the last time in A.
By results of Nummelin (1984), de Acosta and Chen (1998) and Chen (1999), we
have under P
(1) {C(k) − C(k − 1)} are independent and identically distributed random variables
with law LB(C(0));
(2) Using Lemma 3 of de Acosta and Chen (1998), by the geometric ergodicity of
the Markov chain (8k)k∈N, for all measure  verifying (2.8), there exists some D¿ 0
(which, in fact, depends on ) such that
E(eDC(0))¡∞; (2.26)
which implies by the boundedness of f,
sup
i
E

exp

 D
‖f‖∞
∣∣∣∣∣∣
C(i+1)∑
l=C(i)+1
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣∣



¡∞: (2.27)
It holds in particular with the initial measure B.
(3) (
∑C(i+1)
l=C(i)+1 ?
k;;N
l )i¿0 are mean 0 independent random variables, but nonidenti-
cally distributed by the fact that the functional is nonhomogeneous.
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Let us return now to the negligibility of (2.22).
P3(k; N; ) = P
(∣∣∣∣∣
[1=N]−1∑
l=0
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()2N√
)
6 P
(∣∣∣∣∣
C(0)∧[1=N]∑
l=0
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()6N√
)
+P


∣∣∣∣∣∣
i([1=N])−1∑
r=1
C(r)∑
l=C(r−1)+1
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣∣¿
h()
6N
√



+P


∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
l([1=N]−1)+16l6[1=N]−1
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣∣¿
h()
6N
√



:= P5(k; N; ) +P6(k; N; ) +P7(k; N; ): (2.28)
By the boundedness of f and the exponential integrability (2.26), we easily conclude
that for all N ¿ 0 Cxed
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP5(k; N; ) =−∞: (2.29)
To control P7(k; N; ), we use the following:
P7(k; N; )6P
([
1
N
]
− l
([
1
N
])
¿
h()
6‖f‖∞N
√

)
6P
(
l
([
1
N
])
6
[
1
N
]
− h()
6‖f‖∞N
√

)
6
[1=N]∑
j=K(; N; )
P
(
l
([
1
N
])
=
[
1
N
]
− j
)
;
where K(; N; ) = [h()=6‖f‖∞N
√
] and then by the properties of the return times
to the atom and Chebyschev inequality
P7(k; N; )6
[1=N]∑
j=K(; N; )
P(8[1=N]−j ∈ A; 8[1=N]−j+1 ∈ A; : : : ; 8[1=N]−1 ∈ A)
6
[1=N]∑
j=K(; N; )
P(8[1=N]−j ∈ A)PA(inf{n¿1; 8n ∈ A}¿j)
6
[1=N]∑
j=K(; N; )
PB(C(0)¿j − 1)
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6
[1=N]∑
j=K(; N; )
e−D( j−1)EBeDC(0)
=
1
eD − 1e
−DK(;N; )EBeDC(0):
Now by (2.26), and the deCnition of K(; N; ), we have for all Cxed N
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP7(k; N; ) =−∞: (2.30)
We may now deal with the middle term of the RHS of inequality (2.28), i.e. P6(k; N; ),
which is a little more delicate. First note that
P6(k; N; ) = P


∣∣∣∣∣∣
i([1=N]−1∑
r=1
C(r)∑
l=C(r−1)+1
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣∣¿
h()
6N
√



6P

 max
16i6[1=N]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i∑
r=1
C(r)∑
l=C(r−1)+1
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣∣¿
h()
6N
√


 :
We use here the following lemma of Wu (1999, Lemma 2:1) which gives us the
desired concentration inequality.
Lemma 4 (Wu). Let (Mn)n¿0 be a martingale on (E;F; (Fn);P); with M0 = 0.
Assume that there exists *¿ 0 so that
C(*;M) := sup{‖E[(mk)2eFmk |Fk−1]‖L∞(P); |F|6*; k¿1}¡∞; (2.31)
where mk :=Mk −Mk−1; k¿1. Then for all r ∈ (0; *C(*;M));
P
(
max
16k6n
|Mk |¿nr
)
62 exp
( −nr2
2C(*;M)
)
: (2.32)
Such a lemma may be applied in our context to sum of independent mean zero random
variables which are not identically distributed. We are in a multidimensional case, but
as we may apply it for each vectorial component, we keep the same notations acting
as if we were in dimension one.
First choose D˜ ∈ [0; D], see (2.26), such that
EB(C(0)2eD˜C(0))¡∞
and set *¡ D˜=2‖f‖∞. Remark that by the deCnition of the modulus of continuity in
time
|f(tk + s; s)− f(tk ; s)|6!f(s):
We now have the following estimation:
C*(k; ; N ) := sup
r6[1=N]; |F|6*
E



 C(r)∑
l=C(r−1)+1
?k;;Nl


2
exp

F C(r)∑
l=C(r−1)+1
?k;;Nl




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6 sup
r6[1=N]
E



 C(r)∑
l=C(r−1)+1
∫ (l+1)∧[1=N]
l∧[1=N]
!f(s) ds


2
eD˜(C(r)−C(r−1))


6 sup
r6[1=N]
E(!2f(1=N )(C(r)− C(r − 1))2eD˜(C(r)−C(r−1)))
6 !2f(1=N )EB(C(0)2eD˜C(0))
6 L!2f(1=N );
where L is some positive-Cnite constant by the choice of D˜. By applying Lemma 4,
as
√
h() goes to 0, we get for suRciently small 
P6(k; N; )6P

 max
16i6[1=N]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i∑
r=1
C(r)∑
l=C(r−1)+1
?k;;Nl
∣∣∣∣∣∣¿
√
h()
6
[
1
N
]
6 2 exp
(
−
[
1
N
]
× h
2()
72C*(k; ; N )
)
6 2 exp
(
−h2()× N ×
[
1
N
]
× 1
72L
× 1
N!2f(1=N )
)
:
Then we combine (2.19), (2.26) and (2.27) to obtain
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|AN (t)|¿
)
6− 1
72L
× 1
N!2f(1=N )
:
Now, by letting N go to inCnity and by condition (C), the limit (2.18) is so established.
Step 3: The goal of this part is to establish the asymptotic (with N ) negligibility
with respect to the MDP of BN (t), i.e. ∀¿ 0
lim
N→∞
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|BN (t)|¿
)
=−∞: (2.33)
In fact, we show that we may proceed exactly as in Step 2. Indeed,
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|BN (t)|¿
)
=P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣ 1√h()
∫ t
[Nt]=N
f(s; s=) ds
∣∣∣∣¿
)
=P
(
max
06i6N−1
sup
t∈[i=N;(i+1)=N ]
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t=
i=N
f(s; s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()√
)
6
N−1∑
i=0
P
(
sup
t∈[i=N;(i+1)=N ]
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t=
i=N
f(s; s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()N√
)
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6
N−1∑
i=0
P
(
sup
t∈[i=N;(i+1)=N ]
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t=
i=N
(f(s; s)− f(ti; s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()2N√
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
P
(
sup
t∈[i=N;(i+1)=N ]
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t=
i=N
f(ti; s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣¿ h()2N√
)
:
The second term of the RHS of this last inequality is easily seen to be negligible with
respect to the MDP by Theorem 1, and the Crst term may be controlled as in Step 2.
So (2.23) is proved.
Step 4: By an extension of Theorem 4:2:23 (or more precisely exercise 4.2.29 (a))
of Dembo and Zeitouni (1998) for complete metric space which can be found in (Wu,
2000, Theorem 1:4:1), the Crst three steps together imply that M(f; ·) satisCes a MDP
in D0([0; 1];Rd) with respect to the sup norm topology with speed h2() and good rate
function If given by
If(") := sup
*¿0
lim inf
N→∞
inf
z∈B(";*)
I hN (z) = sup
*¿0
lim sup
N→∞
inf
z∈B(";*)
I hN (z); (2.34)
where B("; *) denotes the ball centered in " with radius *. Remark now that C0([0; 1];Rd)
is a closed subset ofD0([0; 1];Rd) (with the sup-norm topology), denote C0([0; 1];Rd)c=
D0([0; 1];Rd)\C0([0; 1];Rd), so that
−∞= lim inf
→0
1
h2()
logP(M(f; ·) ∈ C0([0; 1];Rd)c)¿− inf
"∈C0([0;1];Rd)c
If(")
(2.35)
which implies that [If ¡∞]⊂C0([0; 1];Rd). The Crst part of the theorem is so proved.
Suppose now that $2(f(t)) is invertible so that $2(f(N )(t)) is also invertible. We
show at Crst If(")6Iˆf("). To this end we can assume that Iˆf(")¡∞ (trivial other-
wise). By (2.17), we have for such "
IhN ( L"
(N )) =
1
2
∫ 1
0
〈"˙(N )(t); ($2(f(N )(t))−1"˙(N )(t)〉 dt;
where
L" (N )(t) =
N−1∑
k=0
"(tk)1t∈[tk ; tk+1[ + "(1)1[t=1]:
Then, by Jensen’s inquality, we have the following estimation:
I hN ( L"
(N )) =
1
2
N−1∑
k=0
(tk+1 − tk)
〈∫ tk+1
tk
"˙(t) dt
tk+1 − tk ; ($
2(f(tk)))−1
∫ tk+1
tk
"˙(t) dt
tk+1 − tk
〉
6
1
2
N−1∑
k=0
∫ tk+1
tk
〈"˙(t); ($2(f(tk)))−1"˙(t)〉 dt
=
1
2
∫ 1
0
〈"˙(t); ($2(f(N )(t)))−1"˙(t)〉 dt:
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Now, as Iˆf(")¡∞ and ($2(f(N )(t)))−162($2(f(t)))−1 for suRciently large N , we
have by dominated convergence
lim sup
N→∞
I hN ( L"
(N ))6Iˆf(");
which yields
If(")6Iˆf("):
We now have to prove the converse inequality to end the proof. For that purpose,
we assume If(")¡∞, then " is in C0([0; 1];Rd). Remark that Iˆf is inf-compact, thus
we only have to check
lim inf
N→∞
inf
z∈B(";*)
I hN (z)¿ inf
z∈B(";2*)
Iˆf(z):
Note that, as t → $2(f(t)) is a continuous mapping, ($2(f(N )(t)))−1 → ($2(f(t)))−1
uniformly and then for any a¿ 0, ($2(f(N )(t)))−1¿(1−a)($2(f(t)))−1 for suRciently
large N . So, for all z ∈SN ∩ B("; *)
I hN (z)¿(1− a)Iˆf(z(N ));
where z(N ) is the polygon associated with z, as given in the proof in Step 1.
Now, for N suRciently large so that !"(N−1)6* (because " is continuous), then
for any z ∈ B("; *), z(N ) ∈ B("; 2*). Thus for N large enough,
inf
z∈B(";*)
I hN (z)¿(1− a) inf
z∈B(";2*)
Iˆf(z)
and the desired inequality follows. The proof is complete.
Remark 2.9. The assumption in Step 2 that the chain (8k) has an atom may be justiCed
as follows. In the general case, the Markov chain (8k) has some small set from which
we may build the associated split chain which possesses an atom (see Nummelin, 1984;
Meyn and Tweedie, 1993; Chen, 1999). As inequalities on the split chain are inherited
by the original chain, we may only work with the split chain which will constitute
1-dependent (but not identically distributed) inter-blocks between each successive visit
to the atom. We divide all the summation in two sums of odd and even indices,
we apply our previous calculus to each of this sum, and the result is proved in the
same way.
3. Moderate deviations in the averaging principle
3.1. Main result
We now return to the problem announced in the introduction. Let us consider the
following system in Rd:

X˙

t = b(X

t ; t=);
X 0 = x;
(3.1)
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on [0; 1] (the generalization to [0; T ] is straightforward), where b= (b1; : : : ; bd) : Rd ×
E → Rd is a bounded continuous mapping with also bounded continuous Crst order and
second order derivatives in the Crst variable. Assume that (t) is a Markov process,
with state space E, which is ergodic with invariant probability measure . Let
Lb(x) = E(b(x; ·)) =
∫
E
b(x; y)(dy);
LB(x) = E(B(x; ·))
for x ∈ Rd, where the following notations have been introduced
∀16i; j6d; @b
i
@xj
(x; y) = Bij(x; y); B(x; y) = (B
i
j(x; y))16i; j6d:
Consider the solution Lxt , called the averaged solution, of the deterministic system

L˙xt = Lb( Lxt);
Lx0 = x:
(3.2)
Let us denote the function f : [0; 1]× E → Rd as
f(s; y) = b( Lxs; y)− Lb( Lxs): (3.3)
DeCne
t =
X t − Lxt√
h()
; t ∈ [0; 1]: (3.4)
We may give now the main application of the previous results, the general moderate
deviations for the averaging principle.
Theorem 5. Suppose that (t) is an exponentially ergodic Markov process with in-
variant measure ; and let b :Rd × E → Rd satisfy the previous assumptions. Then
for all probability measure  verifying (2:8); P (· ∈ ·) satis:es a moderate deviation
principle in C0([0; 1];Rd); with respect to the supremum norm topology; with speed
h2() and rate function S given by
S("(·)) = If
(
"(·)−
∫ ·
0
LB( Lxs)"(s) ds
)
(3.5)
or more explicitly if we suppose $2(f(t)) invertible
S(") =


1
2
∫ 1
0
〈"˙(t)− LB( Lxt)"(t);
($2(f(t)))−1("˙(t)− LB( Lxt)"(t))〉 dt if d"(t) = "˙(t) dt;
+∞ otherwise;
(3.6)
where $2(f(t)) is given by (2:10).
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Remark 3.1. The results of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984, Theorem 7:7:1) hold with
condition F- of Laplace transform type and the following technical one, with Lx = 0,
for all positive *
lim
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|Rt |¿*
)
=−∞ (3.7)
with
Rt :=
1√
h()
∫ t
0
(B(0; s=)− LB(0))
∫ s
0
e(s−u) LB(0)(b(0; s=)− Lb(0)) du ds:
These conditions are both replaced by the exponential ergodicity of the Markov process,
which is more easily veriCed (see Section 2.2). We may remove it by an extensive
use of Theorem 2 and condition (C) is crucial here.
Remark 3.2. As in Remark 2:7, we may extend the result of Theorem 5 to (C; r), the
space of continuous mapping from [0;∞) to Rd.
Remark 3.3. Note that if we suppose that b is Lipschitz, the Large Deviations of X ·
are a direct consequence of the Large Deviations of (t=)t (using Gronwall’s lemma
to show that X · can be seen as a continuous functional of (t=)t) and we refer to Wu
(2001) for results in this direction.
Remark 3.4. Such a result may be seen as an alternative attempt to obtain similar the-
orem as Theorem 1 of Liptser and Spokoiny (1999) (if we suppose moreover in their
model of two scaled diNusion that the coeRcient of diNusion of the slow component
is identically zero), i.e. not only inhomogeneous functionals of a Markov process but
stochastic inhomogeneous functional of Markov process. The case of a diNusion coef-
Ccient nonidentically equal to zero is of course of main interest and would constitute
a logic extension of this study, i.e moderate deviations in the averaging of a stochastic
diNerential equation (see Liptser (1996) for large deviations when the fast process is
also a diNusion) in the stochastic environment generated by t .
Remark 3.5. With some more eNort, especially working on Theorem 2:1 of Guillin
(1999) and our Theorem 1, we may obtain result for the averaging principle for Volterra
equations (see Kleptsyna, 1997 for the CLT), i.e.
X t = x +
∫ t
0
b(t; X s ; s=) ds;
where b(t; x; y) is a mapping in Rd with some good conditions.
3.2. Proof
The proof follows the line of the one for the Central Limit Theorem of Freidlin
and Wentzell (1984). The crucial point is the decomposition (1.6), rewritten here with
convenient notations. Introduce
Ft =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
[b( Lxs; s=)− Lb( Lxs)] ds; (3.8)
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?(s; s=) = B( Lxs; s=)− LB( Lxs); (3.9)
4(s; ; !) =
1√
h()
[b(X s ; s=)− b( Lxs; s=)−
√
h()B( Lxs; s=)s]: (3.10)
Then (1.6) becomes
t =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
[b(X s ; s=)− Lb( Lxs)] ds
= Ft +
∫ t
0
LB( Lxs)s ds+
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)s ds+
∫ t
0
4(s; ; !) ds: (3.11)
DeCne ˜t as the solution of the linearized system
˜t = F

t +
∫ t
0
LB( Lxs)˜

s ds: (3.12)
The proof is divided in two steps: we Crst establish the moderate deviations of ˜t
and then prove that t and ˜

t share the same MDP (exponentially equivalent in the
language of Dembo and Zeitouni (1998)).
Step 1: The MDP of ˜t is in fact a direct consequence of Theorem 2. Indeed, by
deCnition of f given by (3.3), we have
Ft =
1√
h()
∫ t
0
f(s; s=) ds
and by the assumptions on the mapping f which are inherited by the properties of
b, we may apply Theorem 2 to Ft which thus satisCes a MDP in C0([0; 1];Rd), with
respect to the uniform norm topology, with speed h2() and good rate function If.
Obviously, ˜t is deCned as a continuous functional of F

t , and by the contraction
principle ˜t satisCes a MDP in C0([0; 1];Rd) with speed h2() and good rate function
S˜ given by
S˜("˜) = inf{If("); "˜(·) = "(·) +
∫ ·
0
LB( Lxs)"˜(s) ds}
= S("˜);
by the deCnition of S in (3.5). This step so ends.
Step 2: We will prove here that t and ˜

t share the same MDP, i.e. ∀*¿ 0
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|t − ˜t |¿*
)
=−∞: (3.13)
Let us begin by the following observation:
|t − ˜t | =
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
LB( Lxs)(s − ˜s) ds+
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)s ds+
∫ t
0
4(s; ; !) ds
∣∣∣∣
6 ‖ LB‖
∫ t
0
|s − ˜s| ds+
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)s ds+
∫ t
0
4(s; ; !) ds
∣∣∣∣ :
Then by Gronwall’s lemma, and using the fact that LB is bounded as well as B.
|t − ˜t |6e‖ LB‖t
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)s ds+
∫ t
0
4(s; ; !) ds
∣∣∣∣ :
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Then (3.13) is obtained if we establish that for all positive *
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
4(s; ; !) ds
∣∣∣∣¿*
)
=−∞; (3.14)
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)s ds
∣∣∣∣¿*
)
=−∞: (3.15)
First remark the following two facts:
• By deCnition of 4 and the boundedness of B and its derivative, there exists positive
constant K and K˜ such that
|4(s; ; !)|6K |s| and |4(s; ; !)|6K˜
√
h()|s|2:
• By results of the Crst point,
|t |6|Ft |+ (‖ LB‖+ ‖B− LB‖+ K)
∫ t
0
|s| ds;
and by Gronwall’s lemma there exists C¿ 0 such that
|t |6C|Ft |:
Let us establish (3.14). By the previous remarks, we have
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
4(s; ; !) ds
∣∣∣∣¿*
)
6P
(∫ 1
0
|Fs|2 ds¿
*
CK˜
√
h()
)
and by the contraction principle
∫ 1
0 |Fs|2 ds satisCes a LDP in R with speed h2() and
rate function Iˆf such that Iˆf(x)→∞ as |x| → ∞. It is then not hard to deduce (3.14).
Let us deal now with (3.15) which is much more diRcult. First using (3.11), we
get ∫ t
0
?(s; s=)s ds=
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)Fs ds
+
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)
∫ s
0
LB( Lxu)u du ds
+
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)
∫ s
0
?(u; u=)u du ds
+
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)
∫ s
0
4(u; ; !) du ds:
Then by Gronwall’s lemma,∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)s ds
∣∣∣∣6 e(‖B‖+‖ LB‖)t
(∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)Fs ds
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)
∫ s
0
LB( Lxu)u du ds
∣∣∣∣
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+
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)
∫ s
0
4(u; ; !) du ds
∣∣∣∣
)
6 e(‖B‖+‖ LB‖)t(|It |+ |IIt |+ |IIIt |): (3.16)
The negligibility with respect to the moderate deviations of the three terms of the
right-hand side of this last inequality has now to be proven. For the term IIIt , we
proceed, using Crst the boundedness of ?, as for (3.14). The middle term needs more
eNort.
(a) Negligibility of IIt .
First, by an integration by parts,
IIt =
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)
∫ s
0
LB( Lxu)u du ds=
∫ t
0
?(s; s=) ds
∫ t
0
LB( Lxu)u du
−
∫ t
0
LB( Lxu)u
∫ u
0
?(s; s=) ds du: (3.17)
For the Crst term at the right-hand side, for all *¿ 0; L¿ 0
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=) ds
∫ t
0
LB( Lxu)u du
∣∣∣∣¿*
)
6P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *L
)
+ P
(∫ 1
0
|Fs| ds¿
L*
K‖ LB‖
)
: (3.18)
By deCnition, ? satisCes to condition (C). Then by Theorem 2, emphasizing the fact
that the MDPs established hold for the uniform topology, for all *¿ 0 and L¿ 0
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *L
)
= lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣ 1√h()
∫ t
0
?(s; s=) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *L√h()
)
=−∞:
For the second term at the right-hand side of (3.18), by the contraction principle and
Theorem 2,
∫ 1
0 |Fs| ds satisCes a MDP with rate function LIf such that LIf(x) → ∞ as
|x| → ∞, and then the upper bound of the MDP asserts
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(∫ 1
0
|Fs| ds¿
L*
K‖ LB‖
)
6− inf
|x|¿L*=K‖ LB‖
LIf(x)
and by letting L tends to inCnity, we get the desired negligibility.
Let us now deal with the last term of the integration by parts (3.17). First observe∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
LB( Lxu)u
∫ u
0
?(s; s=) ds du
∣∣∣∣6 ‖ LB‖ sup
u∈[0;1]
|u| sup
u∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ u
0
?(s; s=) ds
∣∣∣∣
6C‖ LB‖ sup
u∈[0;1]
|Fu| sup
u∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ u
0
?(s; s=) ds
∣∣∣∣ :
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By the technique used for the Crst term of the integration by parts (3.17), we also
obtain for all *¿ 0
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
LB( Lxu)u
∫ u
0
?(s; s=) ds du
∣∣∣∣¿*
)
=−∞:
Combining these last results, the desired negligibility is obtained, i.e. for all *¿ 0
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|IIt |¿*
)
=−∞:
(b) Negligibility of It .
Let us prove here that for all positive *
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|It |¿*
)
=−∞: (3.19)
Recall that It :=
∫ t
0 ?(s; s=)F

s ds. It is in fact the translation in our context of the Crst
technical condition of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984, Theorem 7:7:1., (7:4)), i.e. (3.7).
Let us see why it is satisCed here.
First, by Step 1, (F·) satisCes a MDP with good rate function If, and If(")=+∞ if
" does not belong to the Cameron and Martin space. Let us consider, for an arbitrary
positive L, the level set KL=[If(")6L] which is compact. We may choose for all  ∈
(0; *=2(‖B‖+ ‖ LB||) a Cnite collection of mappings "1; : : : ; "N ∈ KL, with N depending
on , such that Kl⊂
⋃N
l=1 B("l; =2).
A trivial but crucial fact is that each "l satisCes
lim
→0
sup
|s−t|≤
|"l(t)− "l(s)|√|t − s| = 0:
Note that it is exactly the last statement in condition (C). Then, for all positive *
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|It |¿*
)
=P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|It |¿*; F· ∈ B(Kl; =2)
)
+ P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|It |¿*; F· ∈ B(Kl; =2)
)
6
N∑
l=1
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|It |¿*; F· ∈ B("l; )
)
+ P
(
F· ∈ B
(
Kl;

2
))
6
N∑
l=1
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣It −
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)"l(s) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *2 ; F· ∈ B("l; )
)
+
N∑
l=1
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)"l(s) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *2
)
+ P
(
F· ∈ B
(
Kl;

2
))
: (3.20)
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First observe that for all l, on the event [F· ∈ B("l; 2 )],
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣It −
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)"l(s) ds
∣∣∣∣6 
∫ 1
0
|?(s; s=)|ds
6 (‖B‖+ ‖ LB‖)
and once if ¡*=2(‖B‖+ ‖ LB‖),
N∑
l=1
P
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣It −
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)"l(s) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *2 ; F· ∈ B("l; )
)
= 0:
For the second term of (3.20), remark that the mapping f˜, deCned by
f˜(s; s=) := (B( Lxs; s=)− LB( Lxs))"(s);
satisCes condition (C) of Theorem 2, for each " belonging to KL. Then, by the upper
bound of the MDP given by Theorem 2, for each " ∈ KL
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
?(s; s=)"(s) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *2
)
= lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
∣∣∣∣ 1√h()
∫ t
0
f˜(s; s=) ds
∣∣∣∣¿ *2√h()
)
=−∞:
By Theorem 2, F· satisCes a MDP, so that by the upper bound of the MDP, for 
suRciently small
P
(
F· ∈ B
(
KL;

2
))
6exp(−h2()L):
Then, as all the summations considered in (3.20) are Cnite sums, substituting those
results into (3.20), for all positive *
lim sup
→0
1
h2()
logP
(
sup
t∈[0;1]
|It |¿*
)
6− L
and as L is arbitrary, letting L tends to inCnity, the desired (3.19) is obtained and also,
by the way, (3.15).
Finally, (3.13) results from (3.14) and (3.15), and hence t and ˜

t share the same
MDP. The Theorem 3 is so proved.
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